
NEOCLASSICISM ART STYLE

Neoclassicism is the name given to Western movements in the .. The Rococo style remained popular in Italy until the
Napoleonic regimes brought the new archaeological classicism, which.

The excavated artifacts sparked the interest of people and artists in particular. Ange-Jacques Gabriel. This
hierarchy, was used to evaluate works submitted for the Salon or for prizes like the illustrious Prix de Rome,
and influenced the financial value of works for patrons and collectors. Neoclassical Costume, Setting, Subject
Matter The Neoclassical painting school attached great value to the historical accuracy of costumes, settings,
and background details in their compositions - a principle which could be applied easily enough to events
taken from Greek mythology or Roman history, but which ran into controversy when applied to contemporary
settings: after all, why should a modern hero be dressed in Roman clothes? John Flaxman was able to turn the
drawings of Raphael Mengs into prints by using simple line drawing or purest classical mediums to depict the
Odyssey in  Johann Joachim Winckelmann Anton von Maron's Portrait of Johann Joachim Winckelmann
depicts the historian contemplating a reproduction of Greek art, while writing, and with a Greek bust behind
him. Examples of his Neoclassical work include the paintings Virgil Reading to Augustus , and Oedipus and
the Sphinx  It is defined by a dark arcade behind several classical heroic figures. Thomas Hinde tries to
staunch the general's bleeding, and Lieutenant Colonel Simon Fraser of the 78th Fraser Highlanders is shown
in his company's tartan. The style of Kauffmann's pretty, sentimental paintings, for instance, is barely
distinguishable from much rococo art. Nevertheless, whenever artists have referred to antiquity, they have
carried the problems and ideals of their own times with them, interpreting in different ways what antiquity had
to offer. Legacy Neoclassicism influenced much of the greater simplicity of modern society in almost every
aspect, such as in fashion and architecture. However, regional variations developed in the early s, as the
British turned to the Greek Revival style, and the French to the Empire style developed during the reign of
Napoleon Bonaparte. Like his ancient predecessors, his facial expression and his body language suggest an air
of scholarly seriousness. Unlike some Neoclassical sculptors he did not insist on his sitters wearing Roman
dress, or being unclothed. British Greek Revival architecture, led by the architects Williams Wilkins and
Robert Smirke, noted for its emphasis on simplicity and its use of Doric columns, influenced architecture in
Germany, the United States, and Northern Europe. Roman Sculpture 20 BCE CE Summary The artistic style
known as "Neoclassicism" also called " classicism " was the predominant movement in European art and
architecture during the late 18th and early 19th centuries. Cite This Page. Two more officers on the right frame
the scene, while in the background the opposing forces mill, and black smoke from the battlefield and storm
clouds converge around the intersecting diagonal of the flag. The painting had been commissioned by the
royal government and was created in a style that was the perfect combination of idealized structure and
dramatic effect. Both represented the strongly idealizing tendency in Neoclassical sculpture. The book
influenced noted intellectuals both of his time and in the following centuries, including Lessing, Herder,
Goethe, Nietzsche, and Spengler. In Winckelmann visited the excavations, and published the first accounts of
the archeological finds in his Letter about the Discoveries at Herculaneum  Projections, recessions, and their
effects on light and shade are more flat. This neoclassical austerity is aptly illustrated in the emotionally
detached works of the great Neoclassical painter Jean-Auguste-Dominique Ingres  These drawings are marked
by their reduced pictorial space, and minimal stage setting, as well as an austere linearity in their depiction of
the human form, a style later borrowed by several other figurative painters, such as the Swiss-born romantic
painter Henry Fuseli and the English romantic William Blake , among others. Its shallow subject matter
showed flirty women and frolicsome men, cherubs and cupids, mythological scenes, and carefree people with
a hedonistic attitude.


